Direction to KDDI Garden Air Tower (GAT)
- From Iidabashi Station: Take the east exit and walk along the road beside railway. You'll find Hotel Metropolitan Edmont and GAT on the right side.
- From Suidobashi Station: Take the west exit. Cross the crosswalk in front of the exit and go straight until you cross the bridge over watercourse. After crossing the bridge, turn left and walk about 20~30 meters, you'll find "i-Garden Terrace" which is adjacent building to GAT.
- From Tokyo Dome Hotel: First you go to Suidobashi station. Cross the bridge over the Sotobori-dori Road and go to the west exit of Suidobashi Station.
- From Hotel Metropolitan Edmont: Just in front of GAT. Take the exit of "East-wing" (east annex) and walk a few steps.